Statistics and Probability:  
The Low Man on the Totem Pole  
*For Grades 6-8 Teachers*

Is Statistics your strong suit? For many teachers, statistics remains low on the priority list for a number of reasons. Since the Georgia Standards of Excellence domain of Statistics and Probability focuses on the analysis of data in real-world contexts, join us to learn some instructional strategies to make statistics come to life.

The purpose of this workshop is to facilitate teachers’ understanding and application of the middle school standards in Statistics and Probability including: develop an understanding of statistical variability; summarize and describe distributions; draw inferences about populations based on samples; develop, use, and evaluate probability models; and investigate patterns of association in bivariate data. Come share some great activities you have done with your students and leave with new lessons you can implement the very next day.

**Date:** November 16, 2016  
**Time:** 8:30am - 3:30pm  
**Location:** Griffin RESA  
**Cost:** $35  
**Target Audience:** Teachers, Coaches, and Para-Educators in Grade 6-8

Register on-line at [www.griffinresa.net](http://www.griffinresa.net)  
Registration Deadline: November 9, 2016